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Hello March, and welcome to the first signs of spring. Our
issue this month is dedicated to women of all ages and
walks of life. We celebrate their creativity, achievements,
wisdom and contribution to the community, and their roles
as mothers, grandmothers, daughters and sisters. Let’s not
forget that this month brings us Mother’s Day, and there is
nothing we enjoy more than hunting down the perfect gift
to bring a smile to the face of someone special to us. You
should be won over by our finds.
We meet with much loved Esaad Younes in an exclusive oneon-one, where she shares glimpses into her fascinating life
and career, and the joys of raising a family. Our fashion pages
are a tribute to up-and-coming new local designers and
Egypt’s rich cultural heritage, and are packed with vibrant
clothing and accessories to add to any wardrobe as the
weather warms up.
Speaking of warmer weather, we can’t wait to take a break
to recharge our batteries and enjoy a spot of well-deserved
rest. Blessed by only being a short drive or local flight from
some of the most desirable vacation spots on earth, we
should take advantage and enjoy them whenever we can.
Feeling a little hedonistic, we have rounded up our short list
of places that meet our need for amazing scenery, superb
cuisine, luxurious accommodation and top-notch service.
Take your pick!
We also took the opportunity to meet with remarkable
women who are changing the game in their respective fields.
We learn about the determination and focus they applied
in reaching where they are today, how they juggle work
and family life, and how they are making a difference in the
world around them. We haven’t forgotten to acknowledge
the sportswomen who have been representing Egypt so
well, spreading good-will while they scoop up the accolades.
If you are in the mood for freshening up your home, our
Home and Garden section has some of the loveliest textiles
hitting the shops this season. You can check out the latest in
tech to meet your lifestyle needs as well, with our picks from
CES 2021.
Of course, no issue would be complete without our roundup
of great places to eat, what to do, and where to go, so read
on and enjoy.
From all of us, wishing you and your moms a very special
month.
For daily content and updates, follow us online and turn on
notifications for @cairopulse and @cairowestpublications

Talk to us

Send an email:
editor@cairowestmag.com
marketing@cairowestmag.com
Follow us:

cairowestpublications

cairowest

Are you following Cairo Pulse yet? We tell
you where to go, what to do, and what’s new
all around town - daily!
CairoPulse
cairopulse

INTERVIEW

Sahibat Al Saada

Charming, talented and supermom!
We take a peek into the life of a
very special lady.

Beloved actress, award-winning artist, film producer,
and media powerhouse Esaad Younes left her
designated interviewer seat for an intimate chat with
us at Cairo West. She left her mark on-screen as well
as in print and on radio, which is a testament to her
talent, versatility, and determination. We sat with her
as she opened up about her life, her family, and her
experiences while balancing the busy responsibilities
of each day.

CW: What has been your most important life lesson?
EY: My most important life lesson was to never give up, and
never look back. I have learned the importance of finding
ways to hold myself accountable, and not give justifications
for any of my short comings or mistakes. Teach yourself to
be a better person.
Did your family steer you towards your career?
My family did not mean for my siblings and me to
become artists. They raised us normally, but the artistic
environment that we grew up in fed those interests. My
mother having been at the Arab Music Institute, my aunt
a famous radio singer, and my father a journalist and a
friend of a lot of celebrities that he frequented regularly
during the Qitar el Rehma (Train of Mercy) project after the
Egyptian revolution of 1952, fed into my interests. Even my
siblings had passionate artistic interests since they were
5 and 7 years old and studied at the conservatoire and
took ballet lessons, which I had to accompany them to. It
was an artistic environment and mood that I grew up and
lived in that shaped me, and it was in my genes. Then I
started working on the radio among celebrities. It was my
fate. However, my children, who also grew up in such an
environment, do not share the same artistic interests.
What advice would you offer young girls growing up
today?
My advice for teenage girls is to open up to new
experiences, explore their hobbies and the different aspects
of life. From home chores to everything else. Acquired
experiences don’t have to be related to their studies or
work, as they will prove useful later in life.
What do you know now that you wish you had known
when you were twenty years old?
I wish I had the chance to learn all what I learned later on in
life. But this wish cannot be granted. We learn more as the
years go by, and we get to live more. I believe I did my best
to learn everything I was capable of learning at twenty.
Which moments do you value most in each day?
The most important moment, and it is a very brief one, is
the beginning of the day where I am hopeful that will be a
good one. The other important moment is the moment of
glory when I finally get in my bed after a long day of work
where I get to take off every restraint and chain from the
outside world and enjoy my own company and just reflect. I
get to sit on my laptop or watch TV and unwind. Back in the
day, the most important moment was when I would return
home and write. But that was then, I have a different job
now.
What qualities are most important in a mother?
Any mother would cook and look after her children no
matter her status in society. However, the most important
quality of a mother is to be a good listener. A mother
has to listen carefully and attentively to her children and
converse with them by responding to their questions and
wonderings, not to push them away. She should be their
number one listener and friend.
How did being a mother change you?
A great deal! As every ambitious woman, I had no time
for children and felt they required a great deal of work.
But the moment I gave birth to my daughter Nourhan, it
completely changed me. My children became my priority,
and I forgot a great deal about myself. Then later on I
was able to re-accommodate my ambitions within the
remaining space I had for myself following the needs of my
son and daughter.
Do you treat your grandchildren differently than you
treated your children when they were younger?
Of course, because I am not their parent. Parents apply
discipline, and grandparents are here to give affection
and spoil their grandchildren without interfering with
the methods of disciplined applied. My kids might use
parenting methods that I might not or methods that they
had wished for me to use when they were younger. So the
relationship with my grandchildren is based on pure love
and pampering, but within the limits and rules put in place
by their parents. I cannot break their rules, but I can sneak
around them.
How were you able to balance building a successful
career and having a family?
Time efficiency. We waste a lot of time being lazy. I
managed my time efficiently, mornings were for my
children, and followed by some quiet time for myself before
going to work. When I am at work I only focus on that, until
I get back home to my children. Sometimes this took its
toll on my sleep as I have always suffered from sleeping
disorders, so I took the time when I was not asleep to get
things done.
What advice would you give young women starting
their careers and family at the same time?
Divide your time effectively and prioritize wisely, to avoid
tasks overlapping. You’ll get more done once you take one
task at a time. You can be a woman, a mother, a worker,
and a lady of the society all at once, just give each part of
yourself its necessary time.
Was there a time where you prioritized work over
family? Can you tell us more?
For sure, sometimes there would be a crisis at work that
required my full attention. Managing that was harder when
the kids were younger, but as they grew up and became
aware I would explain to them the nature of my work. That
is why it’s important to take your kids with you to work if
possible, so that they can understand the stress you can
be put under and the nature of work. This will also develop
their work value in life.
Were you close to your mom? What parenting traits
have you acquired from her that you apply with your
own family now?
My mother was the ultimate teacher for me, my siblings,
and my children. She was a very special woman. Widowed
at 32 with three girls, she had to build a system to raise us.
My father passed away when I was 14, Eman 9, and Ahlam
6, so we had to be there for each other especially that we
had a lot of family members but they were just not involved
in our lives. Living alone with our mother, she included us in
everything, even in household budgeting, setting examples
of when we can buy toys and when we can’t. She made us
part of the decision-making process and raised us with a
lot of wisdom, values, and life lessons that I might write a
book about one day. She got us through some very hard
times with her gentleness, affection, and laughter. She is
our anchor and the manual that we look at for reference in
this life.
What is the biggest lesson you want to teach your
grandchildren?
Honestly, I don’t know. We had a certain certitude that
our children would grow up in similar environments to
ours with similar rules and values, but now times are
different, and I don’t know how it would look like for our
grandchildren. This question is actually one that puzzles
me deeply. The pace of life has become very fast, and life
is different now than what it was a decade ago. I can only
advise them to have good character and nature. All we
can do is give them the basis of a good education, values,
and set of skills to make them courageous, disciplined, and
free-thinkers. To be prepared to face adversity and have
the willpower to keep going because future wars in life are
more vicious and they should never give up.

advertisement

Auto Samir Rayan Opens
New Exclusive Showroom
for Citroen Egypt in Cairo

As part of its expansion plan to develop the Citroen brand
in Egypt, a name with a long legacy in the Egyptian market,
Kasrawy Group has announced the opening of Auto Samir
Rayan exclusive Citroen showroom. Located at El Marwaha,
Kattameya, this is the first exclusive showroom launched
by Auto Samir Rayan for an automotive brand in Egypt. This
opening marks a new milestone in successful cooperation
between the two companies.

The opening was attended by Mr. Mohamed El-Kasrawy,
Chairman of the Kasrawy Group, Mr. Samir El Rayan,
Chairman of Auto Samir Rayan, Mr. Ahmed Daoud, General
Manager of Sales and Marketing, Sarah El-Kasrawy, General
Manager of Marketing at Kasrawy Group, Mr. Ahmed Samir
El Rayan, Vice President of Chairman of Auto Samir Rayan,
Ms. Sara ElRayan, and Mr. Amgad El-Feki, Sales Manager.

The new showroom is yet another success story achieved
by Citroen as a rapidly growing brand in a relatively short
time in Egypt. Within one year, the group has launched
new models and achieved record numbers in the growth of
sales volume and the level of customer satisfaction with the
brand in sales and after-sales service. Kasrawy Group aims
at supporting Citroen with a very ambitious plan to expand
its wide network of distributors and authorized service
centers, while offering exceptional service in both sales and
after sales to exceed customer expectations.

C e l e b r a t i n g Wo m e n

Egyptian Female
Pioneers

Nefertiti: Queen of the 18th Dynasty of Ancient Egypt, the
Great Royal Wife of Pharaoh Akhenaten. Nefertiti and her
husband were known for a religious revolution, in which
they worshipped one god only, Aten, or the sun disc.

Huda Sha’arawi: Perhaps one of Egypt’s most famous
feminist figures of all time, along with Durriya Shafiq, Safia
Zaghloul and Ester Fanous; Sha’arawi was the founder of
the Egyptian Feminist Union. In 1919, Sha’arawi helped
organize one of the largest women’s anti-British protests of
all time. After attending the International Woman Suffrage
Alliance Congress in Rome, Sha’arawi made a conscious
decision to remove her face veil, an act that would go down
in history as one of the most defining moments of feminist
resistance in Egypt.

Umm Kulthum: Egyptian singer, songwriter and actress
who sang for almost four decades, known widely as “the
fourth Pyramid”. Her success as a singer and a song writer
across the Arab region is unparalleled until today. She
recorded hundreds of songs and toured the Middle East
singing in cities like Damascus, Baghdad, Beirut, Tunis, and
Tripoli, and performed in Paris as well. She had private
concerts for Presidents and Royals. Today, Kulthum is
regarded as the greatest female Arabic singer in history.

Faten Hamama: One of Egypt’s and the Arab world’s most
prominent actresses and producers, she was chosen as
‘Star of the Century’ by the Egyptian Writers and Critics
Organization at the 2001 Alexandria International Film
Festival. With a rich roster of classic and groundbreaking
films to her name, she is still held as the standard for acting
talent across the region.

Soad Hosny: Known as the “Cinderella of Egyptian cinema”,
Soad Hosny was one of the most influential actresses in the
Middle East and the Arab world.

Sameera Moussa: A nuclear scientist who dedicated her
life to making medical nuclear power affordable to all,
Moussa organized the Atomic Energy for Peace Conference.
A pioneer in her field, she was honored and awarded
posthumously by the Egyptian Army, and former President
Anwar Sadat.

Lotfia El Nadi: The first Egyptian woman to be a licensed
pilot at the age of 26, Lotfia was among the youngest at
the time to achieve her lifelong dream.

Yousra: The biggest female name in entertainment in
the Arab world was born as Civene Mohamed Nasim,
and adopted Yousra as her stage name. Yousra began
her film career in the 70s and has amassed a film legacy
unparalleled by any contemporary actress today. She has
worked as UN Goodwill Ambassador, and ranked 29th most
influential Arab woman by Arabian Business. Yousra has
received more than 50 awards in recognition for her work
as a UNDP Goodwill Ambassador.

Esaad Younes: Actress, writer and producer, Esaad Younes
is also CEO and Co-founder of Al Arabia Cinema, CEO of
Renaissance Cinemas and the popular host of Sahibat Al
Saada talk show. Her diverse talents have made her one of
the most loved and appreciated figures in Egypt’s cinema,
radio and publishing fields.

Nour El Sherbini: This Egyptian professional squash player
is a four time World Champion and was the youngest
woman to win the Women’s World Championship in 2015.

Nadia Younes: A remarkable Egyptian national who
worked for 33 years with the UN and the World Health
Organization. Younes served as Deputy Spokeswoman for
the Secretary-General from 1988 until 1993 and Director
of the United Nations Information Centre in Rome. After
a long, successful career, her life was tragically cut short
on August 19th 2003 by the devastating bombing at the
Canal Hotel in Baghdad, which was being used as the UN
Headquarters in Iraq.

Tahany El Gebali: Tahany El Gebali made headlines in 2003
when she was appointed as Egypt’s first female judge. She
gained nationwide prominence after acquiring a series
of high-profile cases. She was also the first woman to be
elected to the Permanent Bureau of the Union of Arab
Lawyers. Tahany was ranked 23rd on The World’s 100 Most
Powerful Arab Women by Arabian Business. Recently, Tahany
was appointed Deputy President of Egypt’s Supreme
Constitutional Court.

Anissa Hassouna: Executive Director of Magdi Yacoub
Foundation, Vice President of the Board of the Egyptian
Organization for Human Rights, and a lecturer at the
Banking Institute in Cairo and the Diplomatic Institute,
Hassouna began her career as a diplomat for the Egyptian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. She later went on to work for
the Council of Arab Economic Unity, Egypt’s International
Economic Forum as the Director General, and Misr Iran
Development Bank as Assistant General Manager.

Azza Fahmy: An iconic Egyptian jewelry designer who
founded Azza Fahmy Jewellery. After acquiring a BA in
Interior Design, Fahmy began her journey with jewelry
in a Khan El Khalili workshop, learning centuries-old
handcrafting techniques from masters in an all-male
dominated field. Forty years later, her work has gained
global recognition and has been featured in fashion
magazines and on international fashion catwalks.

Mona Eltahawy: This distinguished Egyptian-American
freelance journalist, has work that has appeared in The
Guardian, The New York Times, The Washington Post, The
Miami Herald Tribune, U.S. News and World Report. She was
ranked the 30th most powerful Arab Woman in 2012 by
Arabian Business.

Farida Osman: The current holder of the fastest female
swimmer in Africa record, Farida Osman is a competitive
athlete that keeps on breaking barriers. Having just won
her fourth medal during the 12th African Games in Rabaat,
Morocco, this incredible feat is the latest among many.
Specializing in the freestyle and butterfly categories, the
international champion won a silver medal for completing
the 50-meter freestyle race in 25.6 seconds, and during
the African Games, Farida won two gold medals for the
100-meter and 50-meter butterfly competition. She
also landed a silver medal in the 100-meters freestyle
competition.

FA S H I O N

By Myrna Zaki

Bastet Cat Maxi Skirt - NADA AKRAM

Ankh Strap - BIA CORDS

Fashion pieces inspired by ancient history connect
us to our ancestral past and to a rich cultural treasure
trove of art and design. Here, we have selected a few
pieces designed with Ancient Egyptian influence
or cultural influence to inspire confidence and a
connection to the leading female figures of that
glorious past.

Tale of The Nile Earrings
- AZZA FAHMY

RY

DLE FACTO

ants - DOO
Inspired P
Cleo Strap Ankle Boots - TARI

Cyclops Earring
- LINEA

Puff Shoulder Crop Top
- SHAKHALIL

Ayonha Scarf - REBEL CAIRO

HC Cuff - MENAN AWAD

Cow
Pr

int G

Round Cockatiel Bag - BOADK

halia

Bag

- ALI

EL

Winged Scarab
Ring - SEPIA

Love Sparkle Earrings PLAY NICE ACCESSORIES

Nala Bag - MIRNA NAKHLA

Datura Bag - SCOPA

Gold x Burgundy Ankh Backpack - NEBET

Africa Strap BIA CORDS
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Universities of Canada
in Egypt to Partner with
Ryerson University
Opening its Doors This Fall

Universities of Canada in Egypt is in a new partnership with
Ryerson University, as announced at a launch event Feb
22nd where guests attended in person and virtually as well.
It was announced that starting this fall (subject to
approval of Ministry & Presidential Decree), Ryerson’s Cairo
Campus will offer select programs through the Faculty
of Communication and Design (FCAD) and the Faculty
of Engineering and Architectural Sciences (FEAS). FCAD
degree programming will include Media Production, Sport
Media, and Fashion, while FEAS offerings will include
Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical
Engineering. As such, the Universities of Canada invited
many prestigious members of the creative, media, and
engineering fields to the event. Dr. Mohamed Lachemi,
president and vice-chancellor of Ryerson University, gave
a virtual speech at the event and said, “The time has never
been better for this partnership. You need skills to succeed
in today’s markets. The world needs highly educated and
trained people. I can assure you that Ryerson Cairo Campus
is ready to play this part.”
Dr. Magdy ElKady, President and Chair of the Board of
Universities of Canada in Egypt, spoke about the Cairo
campus, sharing that the main aim was to build a solid
ground of a realistic vision, mutual trust, ambition and
dedication. He further highlighted that the Canadian
education experience has futuristic components, state-ofthe-art facilities and technology that incorporated with
innovation and hands-on experience.
Speaking from his post in Ottawa, Ambassador of Egypt
to Canada, His Excellency Mr. Ahmed Abo Zaid also shared
some thoughts, expressing how impressed he was by the
campus and facilities offered, and assured the audience
that it would be an exceptional experience for our students
to excel academically, socially and culturally.
His Excellency Mr. Louis Dumas, Ambassador of Canada
to Egypt addressed guests and said, “Ryerson University
is a unique place. There is nothing that gives me greater
pleasure than to see it coming straight from the heart
of Canada to the heart of Egypt…. Such a collaboration
reinforces the current bridges between Egypt and Canada
and creates new bridges in all the social aspects.”
“As an educator and change-maker, FCAD Cairo is looking
to working closely with students to stimulate innovative
ideas and develop the talent of the future; the hands these
fields are going to be in,” said Dean Charles Falzon, Dean of
FCAD. Dean Thomas Duever, Dean of FEAS added, “We are
striving to make meaningful shifts in culture by shaping
leaders who are curious, ethical, and collaborative.”
Ryerson University is Canada’s leader in innovative, careeroriented education. With the launch of a satellite campus
in Cairo, Egypt, Ryerson’s expansion into the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region will give local students the
opportunity to earn a Ryerson degree in an environment
that emulates the Canadian university experience.
Urban, culturally diverse, and inclusive, the University
is home to more than 46,000 students, including 2,900
Master’s and PhD students, 3,800 faculty and staff, and over
200,000 alumni worldwide. For more information, follow
@RyersonCairo on social media.
For Additional Information
Marketing Team, Universities of Canada in Egypt
marketing@uofcanada.edu.eg / uofcanada.edu.eg

BEAUTY

It’s Time to
Moisturize!

With spring just around the corner, we say it’s time
to start preparing your skin for the months ahead.
If your face and body feel dry and rough, try a little
nurturing with our pick of natural Egyptian products.
Easy on the budget, and taking just a few minutes a
day to apply, the results will say everything.

With spring just around the corner, we say it’s
time to start preparing your skin for the months
ahead. If your face and body feel dry and rough,
try a little nurturing with our pick
of natural Egyptian products.
Easy on the budget, and taking
just a few minutes a day to apply,
the results will say everything.
Liquid Magic – TRACE COSMETICS
A multipurpose oil enriched with super
high quality ingredients to pamper
your face, Liquid Magic is 100% natural,
paraben free, cruelty-free and chemicalfree.
Vitamin E Cream - ESSENTIALS
Just let your skin drink it up! This facial
moisturizer formulated with aloevera
leaf juice, natural oils and hyalauronic
acid, enhances skin softness and leaves
skin hydrated, radiant and fresh.
Moisturizing Bundle - RHEA BEAUTY
Give your skin a vital boost with this
effective combo of Hyaluronic Acid
and Sleep Oil. Use Hyaluronic Acid daily
for tissue repair and protection so the
protective barrier on the skin can lock
in moisture, giving the skin a youthful
appearance. The Sleep Oil rejuvenates,
stimulates and hydrates your skin while you
sleep and delivers a natural looking, radiant
glow by morning.
Activated Charcoal Infused Glycerin Soap - NORSHEK
Your body needs to be pampered as much
as your face, so indulge it with some extra
love with this great soap by Norshek. Antibacterial, toxin-free and anti-aging, this
natural, handmade soap is gentle on sensitive
areas.
Cinnamon Coffee Scrub - SMACK THAT
SCRUB
Big on cinnamon, the spice that battles toxins
and keeps your skin looking good, this natural
scrub also packs enough coffee to wake up
your skin to face the day. Exfoliate, nourish
and get rid of stretch marks and cellulite.
Blueberry Jam Super Hydrating Beauty
Shower Gel - SCRUBBY BUBBY SHOP
Give your skin a treat with with this Blueberry
Shower & Bath Gel. Loaded with natural
vitamins and real fruit goodness, it will leave
your skin feeling delicately fragranced,
nourished and squeaky clean.
Honeymoon Glow Face Cream EARTHOWLS
Made for replenishing and restoring
moisture to the skin, this long lasting
formula helps you to maintain a fresh,
bright, and healthy complexion. Enriched
with honey extract, it is ideal for ultra
hydration and promoting and restoring
elasticity to the skin.
Intensive Moisture Eye Cream - GLOW
WITH SARAH
Gentle dabs will do it. This super rich formula
will moisturize the delicate area around your
eyes with shea butter, jojoba oil, grapeseed
oil, coconut oil and beeswax.

Home & Garden

Textile Trends to Spice
up Your Décor
Spring is almost here, and there couldn’t be a
better time to freshen up your home. Tired looking
furniture can get a new life with re-upholstering,
and even a few well-chosen cushions can inject
vibrant energy into a space. With so many beautiful
fabrics available to choose from you can let your
creative talents loose, then sit back and enjoy the
results.

Tanis honors Egypt’s diverse culture and
heritage, crafting thousands of signature fabrics
that carry a deep sense of identity.
tanis.textiles
IKEA

Damask

SEDA Home
Textiles

Alef
Gallery

Warde Egypt

Damask

Omash Home Fabrics

Inca and Co

TECH

Our favorite tech show went online this year, but any
which way it is served up, the annual CES truly is the
global stage for innovation. It may not have had the
full Vegas buzz, but some of the hot picks from this
year’s event have us really excited.

Health Smart Trainer by Samsung
Samsung Health has designed a new Smart Trainer function
for Samsung 2021 televisions. Intended to operate as a
personal trainer, the function tracks users’ movements and
analyzes their posture in real-time. Video and interactive
training are provided by voice control using Bixby, Samsung’s
intelligent assistant. Detailed feedback is also provided in
order to help users improve their workouts.

Project Hazel by Razer
Tech company Razer unveiled Project Hazel at CES 2021,
which Razer describes as “the world’s smartest face mask” that
is “safe, social and sustainable.” The concept design includes
detachable active ventilators that can be recharged, with a
transparent and light-up design means that users would be
able to communicate with people around them more easily.

Beauté Rouge Sur Mesure Powered by Perso by L’Oréal
The Yves Saint Laurent Beauté Rouge Sur Mesure Powered
by Perso is an AI-powered lipstick mixer. It contains three
different coloured lipstick pods of YSL Beauty Velvet Cream
Matte Finish. Distributed by L’Oréal, the lipstick mixer allows
users to create their own individual lipstick shades. An app
lets users experiment with making shades onscreen, and can
create new colors based on users’ outfits and images that
they upload.

Wellness Toilet by TOTO
The world’s largest toilet manufacturer brought a new
lavatory concept to CES this year. TOTO’s Wellness Toilet is
designed to analyze its user’s feces, their “key outputs,” in
order to access their health. An accompanying app allows
you to view the toilet’s assessments and offers information
about how to improve your diet in the form of meal-planning
suggestions. The Wellness Toilet is expected on the market
within several years.

GIF T GUI DE

Do you want to get a valuable gift for
your mom? Are you worried about
payment? MARIMBA STYLE is an
online based shop that helps you to
shop confidently without worrying
about payment.
www.marimbastyle.com
marimba_style
MARIMBASTYLE

Worried about choosing the perfect
mother’s day gift? Don’t be, Naya’s got you
covered with its luxurious home pieces to
add a unique touch to her home.
naya.pieces
naya.pieces

Customize your own luxury genuine leather
case that combines both fashion and
function. Utilizing the finest materials and
superb craftsmanship.
www.pierrewilliams.co
pierrewilliams.co
pierrewilliams.co

Khadija Bag - NUNIZ
Table
Runner
-M

IX
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D

M
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Calligraphy Hoop
Earrings - AZZA FAHMY

Lotus Bud Ear Climbers
- AZZA FAHMY

Light Grey
Ribbed
Pajamas H&M

Cushion Covers - MALAIKA LINENS

Leela Clutch - NUNIZ

Samiha Shawl NEVIN ALTMANN

Mariam Shawl and Fellahy
Galabeya - NEVIN ALTMANN

Relax Kit SOURCE BEAUTY

C e l e b r a t i n g Wo m e n

Amal Enan
The Powerhouse Woman Behind
Investing in People’s Potential

When a name keeps hitting your daily newsfeed, it is
time to sit up and pay attention. Rubbing shoulders
with other prominent members of the upper
echelon of Egypt’s business community, Amal Enan
was recently invited as a guest speaker at the MENA
Entrepreneurship & VC Panel: Investor Perspectives
from New York to North Africa, hosted by Columbia
Entrepreneurs Organization, a sign that she definitely
knows her stuff. Add to that a resume that few could
even aspire to, and there is small wonder that her
track record is so remarkable.
Prior to joining Global Ventures as Managing Director in
early 2020, she was an executive director of the EgyptianAmerican Enterprise Fund, EAEF, where she helped to grow
the company to over USD 300 million. Her prior experience
as an economist at the Macro-Fiscal Policy Unit in the
Ministry of Finance involved formulating reform policies
and negotiating with international organizations in matters
that impacted Egyptian society on a broad scale. Earlier
years saw her accumulating experience and honing her
considerable skills in investment, finance and research after
acquiring an MBA from Harvard Business School, a Master
of Environment and Development from the London School
of Economics and a Bachelor of Economics from Cairo
University.
Impressed, and dare we say, slightly intimidated, we
reached out to know more about what makes this
exceptional young woman tick.

CW: Amal, in a few words, how would you describe your
career journey to date?
AE: An adventure that makes sense “connecting the dots
looking backwards”, as Steve Jobs would say.
What or who motivated you to follow this path?
Faith, my mother and my belief in the Egyptian people.
What does your work involve, and how does it fit into
such a dynamically evolving landscape?
My work involves investing in people’s potential and
expanding their horizon of opportunities. VC involves
identifying high impact calibers pursuing innovations that
could alter a population’s access to goods and services,
which is a purpose I wholeheartedly believe in.
How do you maintain a life-work balance?
I pick my priorities, stay true to what’s important to me and
design an aligned flow accordingly.
What advice would you give a young woman
contemplating a career?
Define your values and revisit them often, always asking
yourself, “What is important to me and how is any activity I
pursue in service to what matters”.

C e l e b r a t i n g Wo m e n

Dr. Menatallah
Elserafy

Award-winning
Molecular Biologist
on Work, Life & Big
Ambitions
There’s scarcely a day when a new scientific
breakthrough doesn’t hit our news feed as some of
the brightest minds around the globe dig deeper
into the marvels of our universe. One of these is
young wife, mother, and award-winning molecular
biologist, Dr. Menatallah Elserafy, who tirelessly
explores the world of genomes, the genetic
chromosomes present in the cell. How, we wondered,
does she find a balance between her work as an
assistant professor and researcher, and family life?

CW: How did you become fascinated by the world of
science and research?
MS: As a child I was actually much more attracted to
languages, where I did well. Back then, science classes
were traditional and not as advanced as today, they didn’t
hold any appeal for me. It wasn’t until high school biology
and chemistry classes that I started to enjoy science. The
instructors explained the subject matter well, biology
in particular, and my fear of science disappeared. I went
on in my studies to join the Faculty of Pharmacy at the
German University of Cairo, but switched to biotechnology
after two years, realizing that biotechnology was the
future of medicine. I enjoyed it so much that I realized I
would benefit from an international environment, so I
travelled to Germany to pursue my master’s degree in the
field. I actually left for Heidelberg University, one of the
most prestigious in the Europe and a leader in biological
sciences studies, on the day I received my bachelor’s
degree. When I completed my doctorate in 2015, I was not
yet 26 years old, and I decided to return to Egypt, where
my contribution could be greater.
Who have been your biggest supporters so far in your
career?
My mother encouraged me to study biotechnology and
genetics, as she believed that very soon our health and
use of medicine would be tailored to our genetic makeup,
not just delivered according to symptoms, as standard
prescriptions. And my father and my husband, of course.
Has there been another person who served as an
inspiration?
I was really inspired by Prof. Dr. Ahmed Zewail. He was
awarded his Nobel Prize when I was in primary school,
and my mother took me to attend his first public speech.
Even though I was not really interested in science, I saw
how a person could rise from rather humble beginnings to
make such a difference for humanity. Even at that age, it
impressed me. From then on, growing up, I always wanted
to have a job where I could make a difference.
What can you tell us about your field of research?
The first step towards treating any disease is to understand
the genetic defects behind it. Deciphering gene function
is crucial for understanding molecular mechanisms
and diseases. My current research is to utilize yeast to
understand molecular mechanisms in the cell. When you
understand how something works, you can understand
when it is disrupted or when it malfunctions, what is
wrong, and how to treat it. We work with both yeast
and human cells. The yeast research in particular has
led to several important discoveries due to its ease of
manipulation that have led to Nobel prizes. We also
employ bioinformatic approaches to analyze genetic
defects in patients and to strengthen our findings by
linking them to real patients. Our research can be applied
to cancer and neuro-degenerative disorders: by gaining a
better understanding of the genetic profiles we add to our
understanding of the reasons behind the disease.
So, how do you manage to juggle your work and
personal life?
My son is just one year and ten months old, and
motherhood is a massive responsibility. I took three
months maternity leave, and even worked through a lot of
that. I am also finishing a diploma in bioinformatics. I am
also a member of Global Young Academy and a co-lead for
the Women in Science Working Group. I am a member of
Next Einstein Forum and the Egyptian Young Academy of
Sciences, and I’m currently working with over ten bachelor
and master degree students as well as collaborating with
other groups. The future of each student is in many ways
my responsibility, so I need to follow up continuously. I
also apply for grants to finance the immense amount of
research we do. On top of that I have also taken several
courses in intellectual property rights, both abroad and in
Egypt, which have been very helpful. I am naturally very
energetic, if my schedule isn’t full, I can get depressed!
So, it has been difficult at times to find the right mix
between work and family life. It seems that the appropriate
balance never comes. I am fortunate to have a good
babysitter who takes care of my son during working hours,
and now he will be starting nursery school. My husband
is a great help and support with our domestic life and
our child. We both see it as an essential part of marriage
to share the upbringing of our son, as a child also needs
to bond and develop closeness with his father through
play and shared time together. And of course, my mum is
always there to help when the need arises.
What advice would you give to any girl choosing a
demanding career?
Do what you think is right for you, and listen to different
points of view before taking the decision that feels best.
Don’t be swayed by people who try to tell you that a girl
who has a challenging career will not be accepted by a
husband, or that a girl who travels abroad will not marry,
or that if you have a successful career you will have a
miserable home. This is nonsense, and no girl should listen
to this, to be honest.
People can meet their future partner anywhere. You must
select your partner very carefully, as it is not just about
getting married, it is a collaborative union. Each person
has unique skills and talents, so find the person who can
support you in developing those qualities. Don’t seek
perfection in all areas of your life at the same time, there
may be career high points and home life may sometimes
suffer, but don’t beat yourself up so long as your intentions
are good.
What have been the most rewarding moments in your
career?
I think the standout moment must have been the award
at the L’Oréal-UNESCO for Women in Science Fellowship
in 2017. It was a big milestone for me. Also, when I took
the International Rising Talents award in 2019. I learned
a lot from being a L’Oréal-UNESCO Fellow, in networking,
interacting with the media etc. Since then, I have
fortunately had a chance to collaborate with two of the
other International Rising Talents that I met in Paris.
Quickfire round
Hobbies or sports? I have always been a bookworm and
love reading, but now with a small child, it is hard to find
time to finish anything I start. My hobbies are very simple;
I like walking, cycling, shopping, and meeting up with
friends. Or finding a place where I can sit in silence with a
coffee, to relax. I also like cooking, but only when I am in
the mood.
Early riser or night owl? I am a real night owl, which is not
easy when you a have a small child, and my husband is an
early bird. I tend to work very late into the night and get
quality work done while everyone else is asleep.
Last book read? A rather sad book on the life of Sudanese
refugees in Egypt. It really touched me and made me
realize how important it is to work towards creating a
better life for people we host as a country.
Holiday destination? Anywhere where I can do some
great shopping and experience a new culture and cuisine. I
love places with traditional markets. Heidelberg is still very
special for me, I would love to go back and catch up with
people. I love Paris as well.
Habit you would like to break? I wish I could sleep
earlier and wake up earlier. Also not to have such high
expectations of people, and feel bad if they let me down.
Person whose advice you always listen to? I listen to my
mum, and my friend Yomna who is a psychologist. She is a
peaceful, non-judgmental person who helps me think and
find clarity.
Best quality in a friend? To be able to keep a secret, no
matter what happens in life. To be there for you when
times get tough, and trust in your intentions and forgive
mistakes.
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Shahira Fahmy

Award-winning
Architect on Her Life,
Career & Balancing it All

Architect, urbanist and creative researcher, Shahira
Fahmy is a three-time recipient of Harvard’s postdoctoral fellowship for her ground breaking and
award-winning architectural work. Her projects
span the Middle East, London and Europe, and
she has been hailed by famed publishing house
Phaidon as one of the “Architects building the
Arab Future”. Her work has been widely published
and reviewed in international media, and two of
her projects are featured in Cairo Since 1900- An
Architectural Guide book by Mohamed El Shahed,
published by the AUC press, an archive of the
capital’s modern architectural landscape. Fahmy
is a recipient of “Tamayouz Excellence Award, for
the Near East and North Africa, for the Women in
Architecture and Construction Award ” 2019; The
Mimar Sinan Prize 2014; and Winner of the Green
Good Design Award 2010.

“I like to see things as whole, and how
then something can unfold from this whole,
how things grow, develop, unfold, divide,
mutate from this.”

Summer residence - Diplo in Sahel

Born and raised in Cairo, she recently moved to London,
and has been splitting her time between the two cities. We
caught up with her in a quieter moment to learn more.
CW: What are your earliest memories of wanting to
create and design?
SF: Lego. I used to play with Lego a lot when I was around
6 years old, or even younger, I can’t recall the age. Lego
was a fantasy land I was creating with a life of its own, with
a narrative and story around it. Who lives in the house?
Does it have a garden? Who are the inhabitants? What do
they do for a living? My earliest memories are storytelling,
and architecture for me is about storytelling, where your
language to tell a narrative is more spatial, experiential and
physical.
Who was the strongest influence in your life when it
came to choosing a career path?
My mother, who was also an architect. I saw her work, and
saw her creating, whether it was interiors, or architecture
or furniture design. My paternal grandfather encouraged
me to draw and he gave me confidence in my drawing
capabilities. Both allowed and introduced a world of art and
architecture potential.

What principles do you seek to incorporate in every
design or building you undertake?
Oneness. I like to see things as whole, and how then
something can unfold from this whole, how things grow,
develop, unfold, divide, mutate from this. Then I let this
process carries me and the project through its journey, not
having a destination in mind. I’d rather be surprised, and if I
am not, I don’t trust it, and I would rather restart again. The
finishing line for any project is time, and always halted by
the deadline.
Which of all your projects holds a very special place in
your heart, and why?
Ahmed Bahaa El Din Culture center, Assiut, as it was my first
and earliest public project in architecture, designed in 1999,
but also for the cause behind it, a non-profit association
for literary cultivation in Upper Egypt. I loved the site,
in a remote village called El-Dowier, one of the farthest
villages located in the south of the Assiut governorate. So
isolated that when you land in Assiut airport and you say
you’re going to El-Doweir, the locals would tell you they
had never heard of it. Upper Egypt is known to have the
largest Coptic community, it is one place in Egypt where
Muslim and Coptic inhabitants can be in almost in equal
numbers, which is not always the case in other places. This
center is for youth, children as well as adults. Rarely do you
find such a project that encompasses all, and welcomes all,
even the bare-footed. I have been there a few times since
the opening in 2013, and once I met a toddler climbing
the stairs on his bare feet to reach the roof, where there is
an open air theater. On that day there was a group of six to
eight teenage girls doing a folkloric dance. I was happy to
see the girls dancing and being watched by their families,
friends and neighbors.
How do you juggle personal and family life with work?
I don’t. It’s very hard to admit. I know what I am doing while
doing both, but I am not sure if I can juggle. You do the best
you can do at the time you are doing it. You fail, and maybe
you fail every day, but what you can do about it? You wake
up the next day, and you try again.

Quickfire round
Place you would love to have a home in?
Siwa, Egypt.
How do you start your day? With a run. It’s
my ‘go-to’ thing, to do before I think about
it twice, or else I won’t do it.
Best advice you have ever received?
Not given, but read! “Let life happen to
you. Believe me, life is in the right, always.”
- Rainer Maria Rilke
Best food experience ever?
Zooba. Every time I am back to Cairo,
visiting, it’s my go to place for lunch.
Architects who inspire you?
Zaha Hadid, Louis Khan, Kazuyo Sejima,
Adolf Loos.
Best way to relax?
In London I listen to music, read, or light the
fireplace. And in Cairo, I sit on my balcony
overlooking the Nile, reading or listening
to music. Sometimes, all I need is a walk to
relax.

SPORTS
Excellent
SportsWOMANship!

Women Putting
Egypt on the Global
Sports Map!
By Ahmed Talal

Tennis
Tennis champion Mayar Sherif has claimed the spotlight
and the headlines after her historic breakthrough at the
Australian Open, one of the four major Grand Slams in
the calendar year. Cruising through the first-round match,
winning straight sets: 7-5, 7-5; she is the first ever Egyptian
(not just Egyptian woman!) to win a Grand Slam match.
She also etched her name in history when she became the
first ever Egyptian to qualify for the French Open (another
Grand Slam event), which took the nation by storm. After
an emphatic spell of tennis during the qualifying rounds,
she also found herself becoming the first ever Egyptian
to qualify for the delayed Olympic Games in Tokyo as her
world ranking is the highest ever achieved by an Egyptian
at 128. Sherif never fails to remind us how instrumental
the support of her Egyptian fans has been for her career,
and just how much she appreciates the advice of rockstar footballer Mohamed Salah, both on the professional
and personal fronts. Gaining the support of millions here
at home while representing the nation globally, Sherif
continues to make history and is doing so with real
panache.

Table
Tennis
(Ping Pong)
Dina Meshref was born and raised in a table tennis
environment. Both her parents were once national
champions. Despite her parents’ desire for Meshref to play
regular tennis, she gravitated towards what she naturally
loved. Meshref has already participated in two Olympic
Games at the London 2012 and Rio 2016 Games and is
now setting her sights on the Tokyo Games. The current
Africa Number One player has set a precedent at the Africa
Top 16 Cup, winning it for a total of 8 times, with the last
4 being consecutive wins. Her 4th consecutive title helped
her secure a spot in the Women’s World Cup to be played
later in October 2021 in Bangkok. This was vital for her as
she was Africa’s only hope while competing in the 2020
Women’s World Cup. Recently, she has opted to compete
with her hijab as she hopes to motivate more Muslim girls
into playing sports proudly, which just shows how much of
a class act she is on and off the table.

Nour El Sherbini

Raneem El Weleily

Squash
Say hello to the new squash Champion of the World, Nour
El Sherbini who won this coveted title a total of 4 times,
with her most recent victory at the 2019/2020 World
Championship. Not only that, she is also the youngest ever
female to win the World Championship title! El Sherbini is
a true sight to behold when playing squash, as her tenacity
and style of play has earned her the nickname, “The Warrior
Princess”. Showing that determination and will to win when
she defeated fellow Egyptian Nouran Gohar, winning the
match in spectacular fashion with a score of 11-9, 11-9,
11-6 to overtake the world’s first place ranking in the CIB
Egyptian Open Final. She will be looking to defend her
world title in Chicago later this year and we look forward to
seeing what she can achieve. As she continues to grow her
legacy, El Sherbini is quickly becoming a sports legend not
just for Egyptians, but for the world.
An honorable mention goes out to Raneem El Weleily,
a true squash legend with a professional career that has
spanned 18 years and 24 professional titles. The 32-year-old
has announced her retirement in June 2020, parting ways
with the game she loves to focus on her family with her
husband, Tarek Momen who is the current World Squash
Champion. This couple is the first ever married World
Champions, a first in the world, which had them featured in
the Guinness Book of World Records. El Weleily’s glittering
career has seen her take part in 35 tour finals, and worldwide success. She was the first ever Arab woman to become
world number one in any sport! This achievement in itself
was enough to cement her name in the history books as
a revolutionary figure in all of women’s sports. We want to
wish her the best of luck in all of her future endeavors as
she has truly earned everything she has.

Football
Female footballer Sarah Essam has been dubbed “Mo
Sarah” after the Egyptian superstar footballer Mohamed
Salah. Also sometimes referred to as the “The Egyptian
Queen”, Essam has overcome all odds working her way
to England to try out for England’s Stoke City. After
successfully getting past trials and signing, Essam became
the first ever Arab female to sign with an English team in
the Premier League. She then proceeded to have an electric
season, later claiming the coveted Golden Boot award
while at Stoke City, with a total of 12 goals in 12 games.
Her commitment and her love for the sport has sparked
these achievements and will likely spark the rest of what’s
to come. She is trying to ignite women’s football in Egypt
even more and hopes to help take Egypt into the Women’s
World Cup. Her efforts inside the field have also afforded
her opportunities with things like commentary and being
offered to commentate alongside BBC on the CAF Award
Ceremony and being a part of the African Cup of Nations
commentary team.

Swimming
Farida Osman known as “The Golden Fish”, has truly
inspired many swimmers, both male and female with
her outstanding accomplishments in the sport while
representing Egypt in a number of occasions including the
Swimming World Championships and the Olympic Games.
Osman has participated in the 2012 London and 2016 Rio
Olympic Games, becoming the first ever Egyptian to win
2 World Championship medals. She now has her sights on
the Tokyo Olympic Games. Her medals and records have
made Egypt proud as the swimmer has become an icon in
the Arab swimming community and beyond. Osman has
reached heights that surpass just her swimming accolades
as she has been recognized by Forbes Middle East as one
of the 30 most influential people under 30. She was also
selected by the BBC as one of the 100 most inspiring
women in the world, what a character.

Basketball
Is that Cleopatra or is that Soraya Mohamed, the
proclaimed “Basketball Queen of Egypt”? Mohamed’s
basketball talent has earned her a slew of nicknames after
various great figures like footballing greats Mohamed
Aboutrika or Ronaldinho. She participated in the FIBA 3x3
African Cup where she helped secure victories and the title
for Egypt. Winning the FIBA 3x3 African Cup by defeating
Mali in the finals was even more historic for Egypt as the
country had also won the Men’s competition, making
history after having wins for both genders. With her stellar
performances in the competition, she earned the MVP
award which was unthinkable as she was the first ever
Egyptian woman to earn that accolade! With an insatiable
hunger for more success, Mohamed hopes to one day
participate in the Olympic Games or the World Cup, or both.
She also took part in the FIBA African Women’s Champion
Cup finishing in 3rd place securing the Bronze position for
the team.

Taekwondo
Hedaya Malak Wahba, a highly promising Taekwondo
athlete, has risen to many occasions and converted
important victories for Egypt in spectacular fashion. She
has represented Egypt in the Olympic Games and became
the first woman to win a Bronze medal for Egypt in the
featherweight class. She also brought many titles home, like
winner of the Mediterranean Games. She has now set her
sights on preparing for the Tokyo Olympic Games, as she
continues to train and search for international competitions
to rack up points. We want to wish her the best of luck as
she heads into these competitions to gain more world
rankings in order to qualify for the Tokyo Olympic Games.

T R AV E L

Luxury Staycations
in Egypt

The Oberoi Beach Resort, Sahl Hasheesh

Who cares if flying abroad for a spot of self-indulgence
is more trouble than it is worth these days? With some
of the world’s most desirable ‘staycations’ available
right on your doorstep, let yourself be indulged and
pampered closer to home. Of course, luxury means
different things to each of us, so our top picks cater
to many tastes, with some of the best rates you have
come across in quite a while.
Sofitel Legend Old Cataract

Aswan
Sofitel Legend Old Cataract Aswan
Add a sublime climate to stunning scenery, sprinkle in a
good measure of history, spice it up with local culture, then
top it off with sumptuous surroundings that conjure up the
stuff that the best novels are made of, and you have the
Sofitel Legend Old Cataract Aswan.
Our choice of room: For us, it would have to be a Luxury
Room in The Palace, where we could enjoy the balcony and
garden view while soaking up the atmosphere.
To while away our time: If we could tear ourselves away
from the idyllic view of the Nile directly before us, we would
venture out to explore Aswan’s many beauties, the spice
souq, the Nubian Museum and nearby Philae.
Can’t miss out on: A leisurely late afternoon felucca cruise,
before evening cocktails.
Insider tip: Do spend time enjoying the interior of this
iconic hotel. Try dinner at 1902, or enjoy a cool drink at the
historic bar, absorbing the atmosphere of when it hosted
celebrities, world leaders and travelers from near and far.

Cairo

The St. Regis Cairo
In the heart of Cairo, yet somehow in a world of its own, the
sumptuous St. Regis Cairo rolls out an experience to restore
the spirits of even the most jaded bon-vivant. With personal
butler service, stunning interiors, spectacular views and
insanely tempting food and beverage options we could
happily spend at least a few days… or more.
Our choice of room: The St. Regis Suite of course. Who
could miss out on such panoramic views over the Nile and
the sparkling lights of Cairo?
To while away our time: A relaxing splash in the indoor
pool after a luxurious afternoon at the Iridium Spa. What
more could you ask for?
Can’t miss out on: The amazing cuisine. We would head
for J&G Steakhouse for the excellent beef and lamb, or to
Tianma for an authentic Singaporean experience.
Insider tip: If you just want to chill and be pampered,
acquaint yourself with the Butler Service.

Luxor

Al Moudira Luxor
Nestled on the West bank of the Nile in historic Luxor, Al
Moudira is a few minutes from the astounding Valley of the
Kings. Set amongst verdant countryside and small villages,
the understated boutique style hotel offers intimacy and
personalized attention.
Our choice of room: Each room is totally different, and all
have a unique charm.
To while away our time: We would explore the marvelous
sights of the West Bank, and definitely visit the local artisan
workshops for beautifully crafted wood, alabaster and
pottery pieces to take home.
Can’t miss out on: Tea in the courtyard.
Insider tip: After a morning’s sightseeing, relax in the
Turkish bath.

Sahl Hasheesh

Oberoi Sahl Hasheesh
This exquisitely designed 5 star hotel property enjoys 48
acres on the dazzling Red Sea shore, giving you all the
space you need to unwind. Light and airy, it abounds
in traditional design elements; with opulent suites with
unrestricted ocean views, memorable cuisine and water
sports. And of course, Oberoi hospitality at its finest.
Our choice of room: Grand Suite with private pool.
With traditional high-domed ceilings and unrestricted Red
Sea views, the suites include a king size bedroom, a marble
bathroom with a sunken bathtub, a living area and a private
pool flanked by sun loungers and parasols.
To while away our time: When we could tear ourselves
away from the private pool we would head for the spa
to try the range of Balinese, Thai and signature Oberoi
treatments. We also love the sound of the unique, luxury
suite for couples, with a steam room in the private garden.
Can’t miss out on: A romantic dinner for two on The
Oberoi, Sahl Hasheesh’s private pier. Your own private
moments, secluded under a wooden canopy floating upon
the Red Sea’s gentle waters, where you can indulge in
mouthwatering dishes chosen from international menus, or
created by master chefs, to suit the occasion.
Insider tip: A relaxed dinner at Zaafran, with authentic
Indian cuisine at candlelit tables, under a silver leaf ceiling
dotted with tiny spotlights that glitter like stars. That is the
stuff dreams are made of.

Sharm El Sheikh

Four Seasons Sharm El Sheikh
Capturing the essence of traditional architecture, simplicity
meets luxury at this serene hotel property. Set in close
proximity to at least 76 fascinating dive sites, it is a water
lover’s paradise.
Our choice of room: The Premier Sea-View room. Who
could miss out on the amazing views and cooling sea
breeze?
To while away our time: With four magnificent pools to
choose from, we would stock up on some good reading
material and laze.
Can’t miss out on: One of the best ways to enjoy local
culture, a journey across the Sinai Desert on a familyfriendly camel tour, just in time to catch an unmissable
sunset.
Insider tip: Enquire about arranging a dinner with the local
Bedouins. Discover their food, hospitality and culture, and
leave with memories to last a lifetime.

WELLBEING

Health
Tips for
Working
Mothers

By Tabibi

Motherhood is a wonderful blessing, but
that doesn’t mean it is all smooth sailing. As a
mother, you’re responsible for your children’s
nutrition, care and health as well as your own. If
you are a working mother, your responsibilities
add up quickly, and you may forget to pay
attention to your own health. Tabibi offers
some tips for finding the right balance and
living a healthy life:

Eat well:
Breakfast: Start your day with breakfast. Breakfast is a
major source of energy that your body needs to kick-start
the day.
Balanced Diet: Your diet needs to be balanced. The
balanced diet should contain vitamins, carbohydrates,
proteins and other essential elements in a balanced
quantity.
Drink enough water: Water is what your body needs in
high quantities, so make it a habit to consume enough
water (6-8 glasses) to keep you hydrated.
Avoid unhealthy food: Unhealthy junk and processed
food is full of ingredients that can harm your health, so try
to avoid them and replace them by snacking on nuts and
fruits.
Set good habits: Developing good eating habits can go
a long way in improving your self-esteem and that of your
family.
Sleep well:
Sleep helps you focus and concentrate, and improves
memory and the cognitive functions of our nervous
system. Sleeping less than 7–8 hours per night is linked to
an increased risk of some diseases like heart diseases and
pre-diabetes. By sleeping sufficient hours each night you
will protect your body from an increased risk of developing
other systemic diseases as well.
Regular exercise:
Exercise has been proven to relieve stress, and to
make you feel better – with more energy, a better
mood, feeling more relaxed and sleeping better. Find
at least 20-30 minutes in your day to move in some
way and make it a priority. You will feel the benefits
not only physically but mentally. Physical activity or
exercise can improve your health and reduce the risk of
developing several diseases like type 2 diabetes, cancer and
cardiovascular disease.
Assists in weight management and may change levels of
chemicals in your brain, such as serotonin, endorphins and
stress hormones.
Increase in daily activity can come from small changes
made throughout your day, such as walking or cycling
instead of using the car, talking a walk around your block or
in the track of the sports club.
Screening test:
Regular visits to your family physician with screening tests
related to your age group can help identify conditions that
could at some future point turn into disease, thus enabling
earlier intervention and management of diseases such as
diabetes mellitus, high cholesterol or cancer.
Taking care of your kids and work is very important, but
taking care of yourself is much more important. They need
you and depend on you.

HOROSCOPES

March Stars 2021

Whew! That was quite a February for many of us. With
such a powerful lineup of planets in airy Aquarius,
our lives should have been both shaken and stirred.
It’s time to catch your breath, and look forward to a
(slightly) calmer March.
P.S. Don’t forget to read your rising sign as well if you
know it.
March Birthdays:
1st March –Justin Bieber (singer), 3rd March – Jessica Biel
(actress), 5th March– Eva Mendes (actor), 9th March - Oscar
Isaac (actor), 10th March – Olivia Wilde (actress), 15th March –
Eva Longoria (actress), 19th March– Bruce Willis (actor), 22nd
March – Reese Witherspoon (actress), 25th March – Elton John
(musician), 26th March – Keira Knightley (actress), 27th March
– Mariah Carey (singer), 28th March – Lady Gaga (singer) .

Happy Birthday,

Pisces

March in a Nutshell:
Changes on the home front.
Grab what moments you can to relax these
days, they will be rare. Be ready for major
upheavals around the home, with tempers and
frustration levels high. Luckily Venus is cruising
through your sign, giving you a diplomatic edge
to use. Your dreams may be scarily real these
days, and it could be worth analyzing them
to see what messages your subconscious
is asking you to deal with.

Keira Knightley

Aries
March in a Nutshell: Money matters figure strongly this
month.
Unexpected expenses may add to your frustrations this
month, so try to have something on the side to cover
emergencies. Generally, it is not a good month for making
major purchases, so try to stick to a routine budget. Friends
may be a mixed blessing, and you could get caught up in
their problems. Try to be objective if you are handing out
advice, everyone has different needs.

Taurus
March in a Nutshell: Chill, if you can!
Temperamental Uranus is still in your career sector, making
you rather restless. People you answer to may be erratic,
demanding and unreliable, and you could be looking for
a change. With a lot of expenses still to be handled, it may
pay to wait a little longer before jumping ship. Take a deep
breath and battle onwards…

Gemini
March in a Nutshell: Less haste, more speed.
Whatever is bugging you may be seething in your
subconscious and disturbing your sleep patterns.
Meditation may bring some clarity, so dig deep into your
holistic and philosophical side. Patience is needed on all
fronts this March. Small accidents and injuries are possible,
mainly due to carelessness, so take things a little more
slowly.

Cancer
March in a Nutshell: Give friends some breathing space.
Planets in fellow water sign Pisces are harmonious for you,
and Venus may throw some romantic vibes from someone
at a distance. Whatever plans you have may be best kept to
yourself for the moment, try thinking things through in a
calm state of mind. Financial issues may play a role in some
decisions, especially where others are involved.

Leo
March in a Nutshell: Social activities may pick up this
month.
After a period of relative quiet, you may be ready to get
out and about. If you are mixing and mingling with friends,
remember that social distancing protocols are still in place.
There may be some business possibilities linked to your
networking, so bounce a few ideas around and see what
you can put together. Partnerships have potential and
offers can come out of the blue.

Virgo
March in a Nutshell: Focus on work and health.
This is the time of year when you may feel a bit under par.
There may be additional responsibilities at work and in your
daily routines, so make a plan and try to stick to it. Use free
time to research and keep up to date with innovations and
new tech, it could be useful when you least expect it. The
second half of the month brings someone interesting into
your life.

Libra
March in a Nutshell: Travel, study, explore!
There is plenty of energy in fellow air signs, which suits you
perfectly. You should be feeling unfettered and more at
peace with yourself. Restlessness is stirring you to change
your routine, and get away from the daily chores and
responsibilities. Get out of town if the chance arises, even
somewhere local. Nature will be a tonic and will improve
any niggling health issues you may have had.

Scorpio
March in a Nutshell: Spare a little time for romance.
Venus and Mercury will add a bit of sparkle to your love life,
and boost your creative juices to no end. This could be a
good month to explore any talents you may have hidden.
Committed relationships and partnerships may be up and
down, but take time out for yourself if you feel you are at
breaking point. Avoid arguments over money if possible,
get the facts in place and stay rational.

Sagittarius
March in a Nutshell: Inspiration flows.
Your little grey cells may be functioning super well, so try to
jot down ideas that pop into your head before they get lost
in the business of the day. If you can work in unison with
someone else, the results should be productive, especially
where communication is important. By the end of the
month your interests may veer to sports and having some
fun. Why not?

Capricorn
March in a Nutshell: Financial strategy could pay off.
All that hard work you have been putting in should start
to show results. Don’t you deserve a bit of downtime and
fun now? With money matters more firmly under control
you might even be able to spend on something you have
been wanting for a while. Communication in general is
wellaspected, with more time to discuss topics of a social or
cultural nature, rather than business.

Aquarius
March in a Nutshell: Long terms plans may come to
fruition.
Something you have been planning for a while might be
closer to reality, but you may need to be patient a while
longer. Finances may have a slight upturn as well, but you
still need to exercise frugality for a while. Self-discipline
may come more easily these days, out of necessity rather
than desire. Consider it a learning curve.

BOOK REVIEW

Meet the Author by
Leena Pekkalainen
Passing on her Passion for Ancient
Egypt to Children

Leena Pekkalainen is a Finnish writer and artist who
studied Egyptology at Manchester University. She
loves cats, horses, ancient Egypt, and above all,
writing. In fact, she began to write stories as soon as
she taught herself to read and write. Her books have
one thing in common: ancient Egypt. She is the author
of How I Became a Mummy (AUC Press, 2016), the story
about “Mr. Mummific”, a pompous mummy with an
attitude, Mummies, Monsters, and the Ship of Millions,
(AUC Press, 2018), the sequel, another hilarious
adventure with Mr. Mummific, and Tutankhamun: In
My Own Hieroglyphs (AUC Press, 2018), the famous
boy-king of ancient Egypt, who chronicles, in his own
hieroglyphs, the ups and downs of his short life and
his very long afterlife.

What is it about Egyptology that really fascinates you?
On a general level, it is the basic humanness that connects
us to the people of the distant past. The more you study,
the more you understand we have so much in common.
Fears, hopes, love, sorrow. The surroundings may be
different, but I can feel a connection to these people who
lived thousands of years ago by seeing their emotions
reflected in their everyday objects, their letters, how they
buried their dead. The reason I write children’s books and
fantasy books about ancient Egypt is to get children and
young adults interested in history.
How much time goes into research before you sit down
to write and draw for a book?
The research takes about a month or so. I have about
300 Egyptology books on my own bookshelf, so I make
notes from them; also online, from trustworthy sources
such as JSTOR. I write down what facts I need to bring out
in the book, and in which order. Then I plan the pictures
necessary to illustrate the facts. After which I do another
round of research, this time finding the details I can use for
my drawings. Of course I don’t expect to find every detail
for my drawings before I start. I research as I go along. The
writing process itself is pretty fast.
What were some of the biggest challenges you faced
while writing your books?
Details, details, details. To find the correct details for the
time in which the books are set. The timeline of ancient
Egypt is very long. Habits change, and designs change
during thousands of years. I wouldn’t want to put in
Ptolemaic details in a New Kingdom story.
How do you select the names of your characters?
Mr. Mummific sort of selected his name on his own. You
may have read how he appeared on my sketch pad when
I was taking a break from my Egyptology studies. I looked
at the little fellow grinning at me, and I just “heard” how he
exclaimed “Mummific!”. It sort of stuck as his name.
As I am not a native English speaker, I scroll around the
websites searching for names I can use, and then checking
to make sure those names aren’t too old-fashioned.
What book would you have liked to have written and
why?
The Lord of the Rings. I adored that story when I was young.
And of course I tried to write something similar. Thankfully, I
think those efforts disappeared a long time ago. My stories
aren’t about a ground of elves, dwarfs, dragons, and what
have you, embarking on a never-ending sightseeing tour
in an effort to get rid of magical objects. I prefer human
mythology and to create my characters from these myths.

TV

TV Shows
City of Hill
In the early 1990s, Boston
was rife with violent criminals
emboldened by local law
enforcement agencies in
which corruption and racism
was the norm - and then it all
changed in what was called the
“Boston Miracle.” In this fictional
account, assistant district
attorney Decourcy Ward comes
from Brooklyn and forms an
unlikely alliance with a corrupt yet venerated FBI veteran,
Jackie Rohr. Together, they take on a family of armored
car robbers in a case that grows to involve, and ultimately
subvert, the entire criminal justice system of Boston.
The Mighty Ducks: Game
Changers
After failing to make the cut
to join the now powerhouse
Mighty Ducks junior hockey
team, 12-year-old Evan’s
mother encourages him to
form a new team of underdogs
with help from Gordon
Bombay, the Ducks’ original
coach.

A Million Little Things
A group of friends becomes
motivated to living fuller lives
after the unexpected death of
a close friend.

BOOK REVIEW

March to the Beat of Your
Own Drum in this Month of
Empowerment by
The Cactus
By Sarah Haywood
In The Cactus, Susan Green doesn’t
recall a time when she didn’t like things
orderly and tightly controlled. And
particularly after her rather tumultuous
childhood, she revels in her pragmatic
ways as an adult. From her sensible
job as an actuary, to her long-time
apartment and even her organized social life, Susan has
created a routine that works well for her. But when she
finds herself pregnant at the age of forty-five, having never
considered motherhood before, her life slowly starts to
unravel before her eyes as a cascade of unexpected events
unfold.
Stand Tall like a Mountain
By Suzy Reading
Stand Tall like a Mountain is specifically
designed to help parents empower
their children to learn tools for dealing
with everyday emotions and express
how they are feeling. Children will
learn about their bodies and minds
in easy-to-read and understandable
language, develop tools for
nourishment and coping with challenges. The book also
includes easy and fun yoga poses to promote positive
feelings.
Badass Affirmations: The Wit and
Wisdom of Wild Women
By Becca Anderson
Affirmations can be your superpower!
These in-your-face affirmations for
badass women take self-help to a
whole new level. Filled with sass,
smarts and singularly empowering
sayings and advice, this book will have
readers’ self-esteem skyrocketing to a
happy, satisfying and successful life.
In the Eye of the Sun
By Ahdaf Soueif
In this voluminous and detail-heavy
novel, Egyptian-born writer Ahdaf
Soueif charts the life and loves of
her heroine, Aysa Ulama, against a
background of Egyptian and Middle
East politics from 1967 to 1980.
Notes to Self
By Emilie Pine
In a boom era for both memoir and
Irish writing, Dublin academic Emilie
Pine’s winningly frank debut collection
of essays lays bare all the aspects of her
life that are hardest to talk about, from
infertility to depression to menopause.
She writes, she says, “to unlock the code
of silence that I kept for so many years… so that I can, at
last, feel present in my own life.”

WEST SIDE

Egypt’s Entrepreneur
Awards Recognizes the
Achievements of National
Talents in Leading
Industries

In line with Egypt’s vision to support entrepreneurship
as one of the drivers of economic growth, I-EVENTS,
founded and managed by Amr Mansi, launched Egypt’s
Entrepreneur Awards (EEA) aiming to acknowledge
the state’s brightest entrepreneurs across various
industries. The awards ceremony is scheduled to take
place in May 2021 and will celebrate these brilliant
entrepreneurs in a glamorous event with plenty of
networking opportunities, entertainment and above
all, appreciation.
The objective of this event is to honor the
achievements of rising entrepreneurs who have
established themselves as leaders in their industries,
and to inspire entrepreneurs who are starting out as
well as create a solid platform for the greatest minds
to meet.Egypt’s Entrepreneur Awards is the first-of-itskind in Egypt to celebrate entrepreneurs; what sets it
apart is an advisory board that features some of Egypt’s
leading business and entrepreneurial minds. Their role
is to provide objective expertise and guidance, making
EEA a credible and influential entity. The advisory board
includes Ahmed Elsewedy, President & CEO of Elsewedy
Electric S.A.E.; Aladdin Saba, Founding Partner of BPE
Partners; Ahmed Habib, President & CEO of Harvest
Holdings & Founding Member of EO Cairo; Hussein
Rifai, Co-founder and Executive Chairman of Inertia
Holding; Dina El Mofty, Founder of Injaz Egypt; Neveen
El Tahri, Chairperson at Delta Shield for Investment;
Onsi Sawiris, Co-Founder & Managing Partner at HOF
Capital; Thuraya Ismail, Executive Director of Mentor
Arabia & Eisenhower Fellow; and Wael Fakharany, CEO
of Omnix International.
EEA’s official website launched last month to
introduce the awards and allow nominees to submit
their applications. There will be over 15 categories
represented such as: Architecture & Design, Fashion &
Jewelry, E-Commerce, Education, Fitness & Lifestyle,
Food & Beverage, Media & Advertising, Social
Entrepreneurship, Tourism, Next Generation Family
Intrapreneur, and more. The nominations will be
presented to and evaluated by jury panels comprising
of at least three top industry experts that have been
meticulously selected by the advisory board.
EEA is powered by Inertia Holding, a powerhouse in
real estate and development with several projects
across Egypt. “Inertia believes that entrepreneurship is
essential to the economic development of Egypt. We
support and believe in EEA’s vision to encourage and
support talented individuals as this reflects our own
values in aiding the development and growth of the
entrepreneurial ecosystem,” said Hussein Rifai, Cofounder and Executive Chairman of Inertia Holding.
Moreover, Orange and PepsiCo will be sponsoring the
events as EEA’s Co-Partners.
In addition to sponsoring EEA, PepsiCo empowers
Egyptian youth through various initiatives in the
entrepreneurship and sports fields.

Where To Go, What To Do, What’s New
and Upcoming Events on the West Side

art galleries

CLEG Art Gallery

Exhibition Name: Flux of Creativity
Exhibition Date: 13th - 24th March
Exhibition Name: Captive of Lines
Exhibition Date: 27th March - 10th April
Address: Villa CLEG, 118 Diplomatic District, Sheikh Zayed

Mashrabia Gallery

Exhibition Name: The Garden
Exhibition Date: Until 24th March
Exhibition Name: Drawing Equality
Exhibition Date: 1st - 8th March
Address: 15, Mahmoud Bassiouny St. Downtown

The Arts’ Hub

Exhibition Name: Back to Art
Exhibition Date: Until 10th March
Address: F313-1 The Courtyard Mall, District 12,
Sheikh Zayed

Picasso Gallery

Exhibition Name: Hanan Yousef & Nora Baraka
Exhibition Date: 2nd - 10th March
Address: 30 Hassan Assem St. off Brazil St. Zamalek

UBUNTU Art Gallery

Exhibition Name: Silent Conversations / The Survivors
Exhibition Date: Until 13th March
Address: 20 Hassan Sabry st, entrance from Ibn Zinky St.,
Zamalek

Restaurant Review

CarbÓn

Gastronomic Grill
A Char Grilled Dining
Experience at Mall of Arabia
Carbón Gastronomic Grill stands out at the new
extension of Mall of Arabia for its food, atmosphere,
and philosophy that a noble product has to be
transformed in a respectful way to preserve its very
essence and its purity. Using Josper, Carbon’s theme
is to bring you healthy high-quality food with intense
smoked and roasted aromas that only cooking on
fire can give.

Type of cuisine: Modern cuisine on a Spanish grill.
Signature dishes: Carbon’s concept revolves around high
quality charcoal-grilled steak, slow-roasted chicken, quality
seafood, and its’ Eastern-European inspired Chimney Cake,
also cooked on the charcoal grill, and you can customize
how you like.

Dishes sampled: Dining at Carbon means a tender piece
of prime quality meat sourced from Argentina, the USA and
Australia. To start, we were served a rich tomato soup with
freshly baked bread—made in-house and served straight
out of the oven. Then came a refreshing salad of green
leaves, seeds, quinoa, and dried cranberries for a delicious
sweet kick to the light cream dressing drizzled on top. Then
it was time for the highly-awaited main course, the steak
with Josper potatoes and grilled vegetables. The fillet steak
was juicy with a nice crispy exterior, accompanied by two
equally delicious sauces, a buttery Béarnaise and a brown
creamy mushroom sauce, along with crispy Josper baby
potatoes. The potatoes were well seasoned and grilled to
golden perfection. At Carbon, they use the Josper oven to
bring out maximum flavor in a healthy way, even in pasta
and rice dishes.

Other menu items that appealed: This gastronomic grill
restaurant also offers a well-rounded breakfast menu with
eggs cooked in different ways, Josper Charcoal Shakshuka,
sandwiches and house-made bread. The beverage menu
has an enticing range of hot and cold beverages that
include fruit coladas, smoothies, and charcoal heated
Turkish coffee and teas. The kitchen offers charcoal-oven
pizza, cold cuts, and pasta.
Décor & ambience: Carbon resides in a spacious two-story
venue with both an outdoor seating area and a terrace
overlooking The Park at Mall of Arabia. The terrace is the
perfect place for birthday bashes and private events.
The indoor area is modern with vintage vibes thanks to
the big and comfortable leather seats, the open kitchen,
the Mercado and Dulce sections, and the vintage decor that
includes a food elevator. The food elevator adds charm to
the venue, where plates of food can arrive at your table on
the second floor without the waiter having to carry them
up.

Clientele mix: Ideal for groups of friends, business lunches,
birthdays, family gatherings, one-on-one dinners, and
private events.
9:30 am to 11 pm
Mall of Arabia- 6th of October City- The Park- Gate 9
Catering Service Available
20 2 3826 0372/ 02 38260374
@carbonegyptrestaurant
@carbonegyptrestaurant
Website: www.carbon-grill.com

Restaurant Review

Mistiqa
New Branch Opens in Arkan

The grill and oriental restaurant Mistiqa found a new
home in Arkan’s new extension, where the sun rises
and shines over its delightful terrace. This branch
is different from the others, not only for its modern
design but for the extensive beverage menu that
transforms it into an all-day venue where you can
eat, drink, and hang out. They also deliver right to
your doorstep.

Type of cuisine: Grills and oriental food
Signature dishes: Eating at Mistiqa means three things:
grilled quail, chicken livers, and Baladi bread.  

Dishes sampled: To wash off the heat on a sunny day,
we started with fresh lemon-mint juice as we waited for
our appetizers. The fresh Baladi bread arrived with an
assortment of dips, tehina, tomeya, and baba ganoush. The
bread is made right in front of you in a wood oven. The vine
leaves came next and were perfectly rolled and zesty. The
chicken wings were nicely cooked and evenly coated with a
crunchy crust that we dipped into a pink mayonnaise sauce,
adding a hint of sweetness to the chicken.
It is hard to resist, but we recommend not overfilling with
appetizers to leave room for the grilled meats.
The hero of the day, Mistiqa’s signature grilled quail, was
served next. They come in two perfectly cooked pieces with
a side of crunchy fries. The quail was juicy on the inside and
grilled to perfection on the outside. It paired well with the
liver rice, rich with the seasoning of the chicken livers. We
also had the Hawawshi, which was seasoned with aromatic
spices that sang with every bite. The meat filling was tender,
and the edges of the bread were crispy and delicious.

Other menu items that appealed: The dessert trays kept
on passing by, but we were too full to try any of them. We
will make sure to make room for their rice and milk pudding
next time. They also serve an inviting oriental breakfast that
we would like to try on a sunny weekend.
Décor & ambience: This branch of Mistiqa is all about
earthy vibes. Plants decorate the whole restaurant, even
the entrance, and the furniture and wallpaper are all of the
calm tones. The outdoor area was partly-sheltered with a
glass door that permits the sunlight to shine through. It is
modern yet comfy, à-la Greece’s Nammos, but humble and
in the city.

Clientele mix: Very family-friendly and ideal for big groups
and weekend get-togethers.
9:30 am – 12 am
Arkan Plaza, Al Sheikh Zayed
0105 050 2222 / 0105 050 3333
mistiqaeg
@mistiqaeg

Restaurant Review

Alle Botti
A New Spot in Heliopolis

With such a fresh, chic and welcoming décor and
ambience, you would hardly need to find an excuse
to pop into Alle Botti. After a peek at the menu you
will have every reason to stay.

Type of cuisine: Contemporary Mediterranean
Signature items: Makanik Eesh-ElBolbol, Baba Au Rhum
What you will find: An eclectic take on Mediterranean
dishes created by Chef Charbel Abi Rached, each honoring
traditional ingredients and presenting them with artistry.
The visual appeal of each dish promises, and delivers
a mélange of flavors, perfectly balanced and prepared
with respect. Our taste buds woke up at the very thought
of Muhammara Mignon Tartlets. Who could resist the
combination of muhamarra with beef fillet, zaatar and
raspberry coulis? Or Chicken Liver Tartine on charred
flatbread with a dash of tomeya, alumette fries and
pomegranate molasses? Bring it on!

We would have to resist the temptation to overdo on Baby
Potato Skin Bites, set off with shrimp, octopus, salade russe
and siracha, just to save space for a bowl of Shrimp Bisque
and Dukkah Crusted Chicken Salad. The combo of chicken
with green apple, caramelized almonds and spiced Greek
yoghurt has already won us over. Vegetarians should be
as happy as the rest of us with Roquefort Quinoa with
Caramelized Pears, and fish lovers could try the yummy
sounding Salmon Steak with beetroot tagliatelle and
cauliflower puree. Dessert options look so good we would
probably go overboard with Apple Kunafa with Cardamom
Date Cream and vanilla crumbles, and Raspberry Chocolate
Soufflé as well. And maybe a few Mini éclairs to nibble with
coffee?

We would shortlist Lamb Shank Fatah for another visit, and
definitely add Makanik Eesh-ElBolbol and Baba Au Rhum,
which must be signatures dishes for a good reason, right?
Beverages: A full bar, with some interesting soft options as
well.
Worth knowing: Breakfast will be available soon from 10
am on weekends!
12 pm to 12 am, and 1 am on weekends.
147 El Merghany St. Heliopolis
0122 377 0040
allebotti.eg
allebottirestaurant

Restaurant Review

Casa Talia
Exciting Breakfast, Lunch or
Dinner at New Arkan Extension

Prepare yourself for a gastronomic treat at any time
of day. The creative menu is packed with dishes that
sound drool-worthy, and we can’t wait to visit.
Type of cuisine: International
Signature items: Great breakfasts with French toast in
myriad forms, Steak and Crispy Chickpea Salad, Smoked
Salmon and Pineapple Carpaccio Salad, grilled appetizers
mainly served as Robata grill skewers, pasta, Neapolitan
style pizzas, and steak. For anyone with a sweet tooth,
Honey Roasted Pineapple, Basque Burnt Cheesecake, Pain
Perdu Bowl, and Date Gratin.

What you will find: All of the above, and much more.
Breakfast would be a must, just imagine truffle wild
mushroom scrambled eggs on toasted croissant, with
Parmesan, crispy greens, Josper thyme potatoes and
greens, or avocado spread, poached eggs, slow cooked
BBQ brisket, sweet onion, toasted savory French toast and
Parmesan cheese, with a side salad. Then a hit of sugar with
Marron French Toast, with dates, caramelized banana, and
walnuts... mmm.
If lunch or dinner are more your thing, warm up with a
classic French Onion Soup, rich with Emmental cheese, or
maybe a creamy Wild Mushroom Soup. Then indulge in an
appetizer or two. Or three.

Tempted by the O’tian Dynamite with a mix of salmon,
tuna, crab and shrimp, guacamole, sesame dynamite sauce,
bread chips, with citrus ponzu sauce? Or something from
the Robata grill, like the Umami Beef Kushiyaki with beef
cubes with spring onion, umami mayo and sesame seeds?
We would definitely like to try the marinated mushrooms
with truffle dip and Parmesan, and the vegetarians among
us would also dive into Halloumi Skewers, with eggplant
and caramelized walnut salsa.
We would still leave space for slow cooked Glazed Smoky
Short Ribs, sweet potato crisps and guacamole, served
with soft tacos, with an order of wood fired garlic bread,
brie cheese, mozzarella and marinara sauce. Future visits
would see us going for something salad-y, maybe the
Chop Chop Chicken with Thai cut carrot, onions, spring
onion, cucumber, basil, coriander, chili, cabbage and
cherry tomato mixed with sweet and spicy Thai dressing,
grilled chicken and crushed peanuts. Or possibly The
Wow with grilled chicken, goat cheese, roasted pumpkin,
rocca, almonds and cherry tomatoes served with balsamic
strawberry dressing and black raisins. Repeat.
Beverages: Fresh fruit juices, coffee, detox drinks and
coconut mocktails like the Colombian drink, Coco Lemon.
Daily 9 am to 12 pm (Breakfast until 2pm)
Arkan Plaza, New Extension, Sheikh Zayed.
0102 956 5960
@casa.talia
Events: contact@casa-talia.com
Website: www.casa-talia.com

Restaurant Review

Nömnom
It’s Time for a Treat in Zamalek

There it is, right in the heart of Zamalek, the perfect
spot to catch your breath and restore your faith in
the blessings of great pastries and coffee that hit the
spot. Nömnom may be a new kid on the block, but
it certainly turns out the sort of pastries and cakes
we love to sink our teeth into. And it’s not just about
sugar, the savory items are also superb, just what we
need for our next get-together.

Type of cuisine: Sandwiches, cakes, quiches, savories and
coffee.
Signature items: Traditional cakes, sandwiches and baked
products with a contemporary twist.

What you will find: If you have pangs of nostalgia about
the delights of your grandma’s kitchen; those memorable
flans, Swiss rolls, and pies that are forever embedded in
your gastric memory, then this is the place for you. When
you are looking for a creative sandwich or flavor-packed
quiche to quell any hunger pangs, Nömnom has a super
selection that should do the job perfectly. Our top picks
are the Smoked Salmon, and the Caper and Dill Quiche,
although the Asparagus and Gruyere version is also a
winner. The sandwich selection offers delights like Roast
Beef and Turkey Club and Salmon Roulade, there is such
a diverse selection that all tastes are catered to. It may be
hard to choose, but our sweet favorites just have to be the
delightfully light and jammy Lemon Rasberry Swiss Roll,
Toffee Cheesecake and the tangy Lemon Meringue Tartlets.
Oh, and a Chocolate Cranberry cake to go, thank you very
much!
7.30 am to 10 pm
7 Mohammed Maraashly, Abu Al Feda, Zamalek
0106 888 1588
Delivery: Through Talabat
Nömnom-100738148670374

Restaurant Review

Petit Ocea

European Charm in the Heart
of Heliopolis

Imagine yourself in a chic café trottoir ambience, the
spring sun sparkling through the nearby greenery,
a mouthwatering array of cheese and cold cuts just
begging for your undivided attention. Sounds good?
Our advice? Get on over there.

Type of cuisine: The ultimate selection of cheese, cold
cuts and charcuterie from the best-accredited producers in
Europe and Egypt, matched with top wines.
Signature items: Just dive in. It’s all good.
What you will find: If you are cheese fanatics, like us, you
will be in heaven. Think along the lines of crusty bread,
well-known and hard-to-find cheeses, European style cold
cuts, a glass of your favorite vino, or something light and
refreshing, and you know what we mean. This is a great
place to catch up with friends, or have a special lunch or
supper with your significant other. It’s all about enjoying
the finer things of life in a laid back yet sophisticated spot,
away from the stress of daily life.

12 pm to 12 am
1920s Boutique Hotel, 58 Beirut St, Heliopolis
0122 214 5511
OceaEgypt

Restaurant Review

Sapporo
A New Japanese Menu
at Cairo Sheraton

A big welcome back to Sapporo, with Chef Komatsu
at the helm! We can’t wait to try the new menu. Of
course, our all-time favorite teppanyaki is still the
main attraction for us, but there are some intriguing
new dishes we would love to investigate as well.
Type of cuisine: Japanese, teppanyaki.
Signature dishes: Teppanyaki, sushi
What you will find: Although you may be tempted to
dive straight into the sushi selection and teppanyaki
specialties, you would be well advised to start off with
some of the authentic appetizers. We like the sound of the
Gyoza Dumpling, a traditional pan-fried chicken specialty,
with Asian vegetables and a hot and sour soy sauce. We
would pair those with Prawn Tempura, which comes with
sweet chili and a Japanese aioli sauce. It would be remiss
not to leave plenty of space for a platter of sushi; odds are
we would agree on the Kushiro selection, with 25 pieces
including 12 nigiri or 12 sashimi, 3 California roll, 3 Seattle
roll, 4 crispy tempura and 3 spicy tuna. Too much for two?
Just watch us!

Which would bring us to the main event. Even if we had
no special occasion to celebrate, we would still splurge
on the Hakodate set menu. Can you beat a sizzling mix of
prawn, sea scallops, salmon and beef fillet? Bear in mind
that the teppanyaki comes with miso soup, green salad,
and fried and grilled seasonal vegetables. There is nothing
overly heavy, so we would probably wind up relaxing over
a leisurely dessert. A nibble of Mattcha Cake anyone, or
Lemongrass Crème Brulee with Ice Cream?
What we would try on future visits:
Sapporo has a variety of tempting soups and salads, as
well as sides like fried rice, vegetables and noodles. There is
something for all tastes, and vegans and vegetarians would
find plenty to enjoy.
Beverages: There is a full bar, in addition to refreshing soft
options.
Open daily from 6 pm to 12 am
Cairo Sheraton Hotel
0102 221 6883 or 02 3336 9800
sappororestaurantcairo
sapporojap

Crave

Salmon Teriyaki
with Glass Noodles

Pamper your mom with
a luxury meal

The Salmon
Ingredients:
• 4 salmon fillets
• ¾ cup teriyaki sauce
Preparation:
Pour the teriyaki sauce into a large resealable plastic bag.
Add salmon; seal bag and turn to coat. Refrigerate 15
minutes.
Drain salmon, discarding marinade in bag. Moisten a paper
towel with cooking oil; using long-handled tongs, rub on
grill rack to coat lightly.
Place salmon on grill rack, skin side down. Grill, covered,
over medium heat until fish just begins to flake easily with a
fork.
Go the extra mile for your mom and make your own
teriyaki sauce with the following ingredients to taste:
soy sauce, brown sugar, sesame oil, white vinegar,
garlic, and ginger.

The Noodles
Ingredients
• A pack of glass noodles
• 2 tablespoons of vegetable oil
• 1 medium red or white onion, halved and thinly sliced
• ½ teaspoon fine sea salt
• 6 cups thinly sliced mixed vegetables of your choice
(carrots, spinach, mushroom, baby corn, colored peppers)
• ½ cup teriyaki sauce, or more as needed
• 1 to 2 teaspoons toasted sesame oil, to taste
• 1 teaspoon sesame seeds, plus more for garnish
• ¼ cup thinly sliced green onion, for garnish
Preparation:
Bring a pot of water to boil and cook the noodles until al
dente, according to package directions. Drain and rinse well
to remove any excess starch. Set aside.
Meanwhile, warm a large skillet over medium heat. Add the
oil, onion and salt. Cook while stirring occasionally, until the
onion is tender, about 4 to 6 minutes.
Add the remaining vegetables and cook until they are
tender and caramelizing on the edges, stirring every
minute or two.
Once the vegetables are done, add the noodles and ½
cup teriyaki sauce to the pan. Stir to combine, and cook
just until the ingredients are all warmed through, about 1
minute.
Remove the skillet from the heat. Add toasted sesame oil,
to taste then add the sesame seeds.
Serve the noodles next to the Salmon fillet with sliced
green onion and a little sprinkle of sesame seeds on top.

Wellbeing Schedules

Compound El Nada Mall Sheikh Zayed
0120 311 1101
3sixty Pilates Studio
3sixtypilates

Beverly Hills Mall 1, shop 4
0102 772 0204
Reform Pilates Studios
reformpilatesstudios

75 Abdel Moneim Riad St.
Motamayez District, 6th of October
0100 772 7282
Lotus Yoga & Wellness
Lotus.eg

97, Al Shabab St., in front of
Zayed Club, Zayed City, Giza.
0111 193 2718 - 011 4796 1028
K&A Art Center
kaartcenter

Rivulet Mall, building “B”,
1st floor, Sheikh Zayed City
0120 102 1017
The Science Gym
thesciencegym

1 Mousa Galal square,
Mohandsein, Off Hijaz street
0121 003 7778
Cairo Contemporary Dance
Center مركز الرقص املعارص
ccdc.dance

ﬁbers
the wellbeing club

Degla Maadi, Street 209
0155 247 9747
aerialgraceegypt
aerialgrace.eg

Zahraa Maadi St., Rihana
Residence, Maadi
0101 222 2986
Fibers Club
fibersclub

New Cairo - Garden City Sheikh Zayed
0106 551 7134
Pole Fit Egypt
polefitegypt

Royal Maxim Palace Kempinski
Cairo - New Cairo
0121 108 1158
IDEA.egypt
idea_health

No.4 El Nady St, Maadi
0101 773 3770
osanafamilywellness
osanafamilywellness

25 Oraby St., Maadi
0101 111 1605
Placedesartsegypt

Katameya Residences Platinum Club (inside Spinaway Studio)
0102 967 9611
Reform Pilates Studios
reformpilatesstudios

13 Dr. Naguib Hashad - off
AbdelHamid Badawy - Heliopolis
0100 825 5623
vividyogastudio
vividyogastudio

The Language Studio
* English, Arabic, French, Chinese, Spanish and more!
* Highly qualified native speaking tutors.
* Schedule the lessons to your best convenience. Classes
available online and in-person.

About Us
The language studio at CSA is a great opportunity for you to brush
up some skills. The CSA language courses and our excellent team of
instructors will introduce you to both language and culture. They will
support you as you learn important linguistic communication skills and
improve your understanding and appreciation of world cultures.
01068828537

cls@livinginegypt.org

www.csa-living.org
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By Tati Hafez

Noon by Fagnoon – More than just arts and crafts

Fagnoon has had a long history of attracting children and
families to their idyllic premises on Mariouteya Road. Now
Fagnoon has headed East, and we are thrilled to have a
place to get creative, dirty, get in touch with nature and
be free. Located at Hyde Park Developments in New Cairo,
Fagnoon has spun-off a sub brand called Noon by Fagnoon,
offering a variety of arts and crafts activities and their
famous color fight and mud fight. Guaranteed fun for all
ages.
10 am to 7 pm
Hyde Park – Call for location
0105 069 6900
@noonbyfagnoon
Spinneys – New grocery shopping experience in Maadi
As Spinneys continues to expand
its presence in Egypt, Degla in
Maadi has welcomed the latest
Spinneys branch. Strategically
located opposite Maadi Grand
Mall, an area with a high flow of
residents and shoppers. Offering
fresh meat, fruit and vegetables,
deli and dairy, a bakery as well as
an extensive range of non-food
items. A quick shopping experience for those who like to
shop-in, with delivery service available through the app or
hotline 16005.
9 am to 12 am
Naguib Al Mestekawi – Opposite to Maadi Grand Mall
16005
@spinneysegypt
www.spinneys-egypt.com
The Cheese Co. - For the love of cheese

At your next home gathering impress your guests with
these amazing eye popping, jaw dropping cheese platters
from The Cheese Co. Grazing boards go beyond the
basic cheese platter to include dips, dried fruits, nuts
and cold cuts – it is the perfect combination of putting
a bit of everything together. Ordering is easy through
the Instagram shop where you will find a variety of sizes
and options. You will also find a very nice Picnic Box
with cheese, crackers, olives, strawberries, mini pretzels
presented in a rustic round card board box, ready to go and
serve.
0109 8763165
@thecheeseco
Lulu Hypermarket - Opens largest branch in Egypt at
Park Mall, Porto New Cairo Complex
Residents of New Cairo
were already used to Lulu
Hypermarket by the Police
Academy, now the Group
has opened its 200th shop,
its largest branch in Egypt.
Spread over an area of
9.500 sqm at Park Mall
right opposite AUC, Lulu
Hypermarket continues to
offer a variety of products
from food and beverage,
to clothing, electronics, sports equipment and household
needs. Lulu Hypermarket aims help customers find all
their needs in one place only, and for the best prices in the
market.
02 2268 6274
@luluhypermarketegypt
Orca Swimming Nation by Shehab Younis - Unlocking
the champion in you
Olympian swimmer
representing Egypt in
London 2012, Shehab
Younis is the Founder
and Head Coach of Orca
Swimming Nation, a
swimming academy
located at Nile International
College in the First
Settlement. It is the first
academy in the area to
have all coaches certified
by FINA – International Swimming Federation. Lessons
start from age 3 years, Orca Swimming Nation operates on
weekday afternoons and weekends. Check out its online
platforms for class schedules and assessment bookings.
Nile International College
0100 048 2712
@orcaswimmingnation
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BAM brings a premium blend of quality and style, rooted
from a diverse range of fabrics that meet every taste. A
commitment to keeping a close eye on international trends,
designs, and innovation in materials used has fed a vision
of making stylish clothes that are unique, affordable and
sustainable to life.

Dandy Mega Mall
0102 929 2976
bamclothingint
www.bamclothing.org

Diamond Canari is an Egyptian company specializing in
the production of sock and ready-made garments for
men, women and children. Every intricate detail makes
the product what it is today: premium quality creations, all
made with the finest Egyptian cotton. Diamond represents
the production of classic “Fil d’Ecosse” long staple luxury
Egyptian cotton socks, while Canari offers ready-made
garments with a range of casual wear diversified in colors,
styles and materials.

Dandy Mega Mall
01223214076 - 01065766734
DiamondCanariOfficial
diamondcanari

For all donut lovers, Mini Dixie Donuts took your favorite
part in a donut and made them into mouth watering bitesized donuts delivered to your doorstep.

minidixiedonuts1
minidixiecream

Ascent is Egypt’s first dedicated indoor climbing facility,
with the aim of introducing climbing not only as a leisure
or activity but as a professional sport. The goal is to create
a community that appreciates climbing with a desire to
reconnect with nature.

Eden Mall, Sheikh Zayed
0102 085 9064
ascentegypt

Xfit is a calisthenics and striking training facility. The aim is
to create a community vibe as well as to bring transforming
results in both physique and performance, with strength
and skill for calisthenics, and striking and technique for
Muay Thai.

XFit katamaya residence, Platinum club, New Cairo.
xfit.egy
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The wait is over! Blend has finally arrived in West Cairo, with
an all new showroom in Arkan Plaza. If you haven’t checkout our new concept “The House of Blend”, you’re definitely
missing on an amazing experience. The showroom,
designed by Emy Hussein from Alchemy Design Studio,
emulates a real house experience where different elements,
materials and textures are blended together to create a
multi sensorial experience.

Arkan Plaza, Sheikh Zayed
02 3850 9661 - 0120 004 4481
blendfurniture
www.blendfurniture.com

CASA TALIA - a newly opened restaurant at the heart of
Arkan. You can enjoy their heavenly food with different
twists on international cuisine. Casa Talia’s outdoor and
indoor seating are ideal to enjoy all day long service
between breakfast and dining. The beautiful interior of the
place makes your experience an unforgettable one.

Arkan Plaza, Sheikh Zayed
0102 956 5960
casa.talia
www.casa-talia.com

Satisfy your every craving with MR. BAKER’s dazzling menu,
ranging from bakery, pastries, mouth-watering Belgian
chocolate and exceptional seasonal delicacies. MR. BAKER’s
menu is so diverse, yet each item is made with top-notch
ingredients for utmost quality. Whether it’s your “me
time” or a special occasion that you’re looking forward to
celebrating, it’ll always be your one-stop shop. Have we
mentioned that they bake delicious, artisanal special cakes?
Pay them a visit anytime between 7:30 am – 12 am

Arkan Plaza, Sheikh Zayed
0101 050 7772
mrbaker.egypt
www.mrbakeregypt.com

dipndip is the ultimate chocolate café. Using only the finest
Belgian chocolate, it offers a countless choice of dessert
items and beverages – from crêpes, to waffles, to traditional
hot chocolate. Whether it is white, milk or dark, there is
something for every chocolate lover. They want people to
smile at every touch point, from the taste, smell, touch, and
sight of their decadent desserts.

Arkan Plaza, Sheikh Zayed
0120 606 0202
dipndipegypt

The Starbucks experience is more than a cup of coffee.
From the beginning, Starbucks set out to be a different
kind of company. With every cup and every sip it strives to
bring both its heritage and an exceptional experience to
life. Iconic and redefining the coffee industry for decades,
Starbucks’ philosophy continues to drive its day to day
operations, nurturing the human spirit- one person, one
cup and one neighbourhood at a time.

Arkan Plaza, Sheikh Zayed
0111 946 7969 - 0120 518 1917
Starbucks
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Clams and Claws specializes in seafood, particularly Lobster,
Shrimp, Crab, Octopus, Squid and Oysters. Served with 8
different, delicious original sauces created by Clams and
Claws each dish is adored by the thousands who have tried
it. The seafood is served in bags that work on mixing the
seafood with the sauce of choice and keeping it hot all the
way through the experience. The menu is also rich with
other seafood dishes; Clams and Claws fried delicacies,
delicious Paella, Quesadillas, Pasta, Salads and much more...
all you have to do now is get ready to dive into the Clams
and Claws seafood experience.

Arkan Plaza, Sheikh Zayed
0102 302 4402
New Cairo
0155 144 1858 - 0155 144 1848
ClamsnClaws
clamsnclaws

The first bag producer in Egypt and the Middle East, and
provider of handbags to the royal family in Egypt. Since
1905 Maison Georges Sara has been designing one of the
trendiest bags in Egypt, using only the most premium high
quality Egyptian leather and the best artisans that use
craftsmanship inherited for years. Now, finally in Cairo, they
have chosen vibrant, always expanding Arkan Plaza for
their new store.

Arkan Plaza, Sheikh Zayed
0121 100 0029 - 0155 007 3353
GSBAGS
Georgesaraofficial
www.georgesara.com

Imagine a portal that could transport you, every day, to
a brave new world. CosmoCity is that portal, taking you
eons into the future, to a place where fun, entertainment
and adventure roam free. Cosmocity is a safe and secure
environment, offering you interactive games, top services,
incredible prizes to win, and a very friendly staff to help you
during your out of this world experience! Get Cosmo tickets
that you can redeem for awesome prizes!

Arkan Plaza, Sheikh Zayed
0120 308 8872
CosmoCityEgypt
cosmocity_egypt
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Fashion
ALIEL
Web: www.alielofficial.com
Facebook: @alielofficial
Instagram: @aliel_official
AZZA FAHMY
Web: www.azzafahmy.com
Facebook/Instagram: @AzzaFahmy
BIA CORDS
Facebook/Instagram: @BiaCordsEg
BOADK
Instagram: @boadk_eg
LINEA
Web: www.lineajewelry.com
Facebook: @lineajewelry
Instagram: @lineajewelry.co
MENAN AWAD
Instagram: @menanawadjewellery
MIRNA NAKHLA
Web: www.mirnanakhlastore.com
Facebook/Instagram: @MirnaNakhla.
Official
NADA AKRAM
Web: www.nadaakram.com
Facebook: @Nadaakramdesigns
Instagram: @nadaakram
NEBET
Web: www.nebeteg.com
Facebook: @NebetEgypt
Instagram: @nebet_eg
NOHA ABBASSI
Web: www.nohaabbassi.com
Facebook/Instagram:
@nohaabbassijewellery
PLAY NICE ACCESSORIES
Web: www.playniceaccessories.com
Facebook/Instagram:
@PlayNiceAccessories
REBEL CAIRO
Web: www.rebelcairo.com
Instagram: @rebelcairo
SCOPA
Web: www.getscopa.com
Facebook/Instagram: @getscopa.eg
SEPIA JEWELLERY
Facebook: @SepiaDesigns
Instagram: @sepiajewellery
SHAKHALIL
Instagram: @shakhalil.eg
TARI
Web: www.tari-designs.com
Facebook: @TariDesignsEG
Instagram: @taridesigns
THE DOODLE FACTORY
Web: www.doodlefactory.co
Facebook/Instagram:
@doodlefactoryegypt
Gift Guide
NAYA PIECES AND MORE
Facebook: @naya.pieces
Instagram: @naya.pieces
MARIMBA STYLE
Web: www.marimbastyle.com
Facebook: @MARIMBASTYLE
Instagram: @marimba_style
PIERRE WILLIAMS
Web: www.pierrewilliams.co
Facebook: @pierrewilliams.co
Instagram: @pierrewilliams.co
AZZA FAHMY
Web: www.azzafahmy.com
Facebook / Instagram: @azzafahmy
H&M
Web: www.eg.hm.com
Facebook/Instagram: @hm
MALAIKA LINENS
Web: www.egypt.malaikalinens.com
Facebook: @malaikalinens
MIX AND MATCH
Web: www.mixandmatcheg.com
NEVIN ALTMANN
Web: www.nevinaltmann.com
Facebook/Instagram:
@nevinaltmann
NUNIZ CAIRO
Web: www.nunizcairo.com
Instagram: @nunizcairo
SOURCEBEAUTY
Web: www.sourcebeauty.com
Instagram: @source_beauty
Home and Garden
TANIS
Facebook/Instagram: @tanis.textiles
ALEF GALLERY
Web: www.alefgallery.com
DAMASK
Web: www.damask.com.eg
IKEA
Web: www.ikea.com/eg
INCA AND CO
Web: www.incaandco.com
OMASH HOME FABRICS
Facebook: @OmashOnline
SEDA HOME TEXTILES
Facebook: @sedafabrics
WARDE EGYPT
Web: www.warde.com
Facebook: @wardeegypt
Luxury Staycations in Egypt
AL MOUDIRA LUXOR
www.moudira.com/en/home-en
FOUR SEASONS SHARM EL SHEIKH
www.fourseasons.com/sharmelsheikh
OBEROI SAHL HASHEESH
Web: www.oberoihotels.com
SOFITEL LEGEND OLD CATARACT
ASWAN
www.all.accor.com
ST. REGIS CAIRO
Web: www.marriott.com

